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F 0 R R E L E A S E 0 N D E L I V E R Y 
ADDRESS OF SENATOR MIKE MANSFIELD (D., MONTANA) 
at 
BOSTON COLLEGE COMMENCEMENT, CHESTNUT HILL, MASSACHUSETTS 
Monday, June 14, 1971, 10:00 a.m. 
BEFORE THE BOOK IS CLOSED ON VIET NAM 
It is a good place to he, today, here in this city 
and at this University. Boston is out of a chapter of liberty 
written a long time ago. Boston College is from a transcendent 
experience of love 2,000 years old. These two streams of human 
enlightenment flow together in today's commencement. 
There are young people here and old. Whatever the 
differences in our years, we are brought face-to-face by these 
graduates. While chronological gaps between the generations are 
inevitable, credibility gaps are not pre-ordained. I shall try 
my best to avoid one in what I have to say to the class of 1971. 
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My remarks will be directed to what we have in 
common. Whatever we may not have, we have the United States 
in common and at a most difficult moment in history. Clearly, 
we are not passing through the best of times. Clearly, this is 
not freedom's finest hour. 
Do not look to me, however, to condemn an older 
generation for the present state of affairs. Do not look for 
me, either, to blame the nation's plight on the young. Young 
people did not make the situation in which, together, we find 
o~rselves; they have not yet had that opportunity. As for older 
generations, it is to be noted only that they have had time to 
add to the mistakes which they inherited when they were younger. 
So, I will not lead this commencement in a search 
for scapegoats. Let me try, instead, to set forth where I think 
we are, how we have arrived at this point, and where we may hope 
to go from here. These questions cannot be considered except in 
the context of Viet Nam. Viet Nam is a book not yet closed. 
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It is, this unfinished war, the roadblock to the future. It 
or 
remains a funnel into which is drawn a great segment ~ the 
nation's ideals, energies and expectations. 
What has transpired in Viet Nam is a tragic story 
told again and again. My own views have been placed before 
three Presidents. They have been stated in public on many 
occasions during the past five years and before. For these 
remarks, today, it is sufficient to note that fifty-five 
thousand Americans are dead in Viet Nam, cut out of life at 
an age not much different from that of this graduating class. 
The wounded are three hundred thousand. Well over $100 billion 
of public funds have been spent to support the war. Before the 
final reckoning (all the bills will not be paid until into the 
next century), the cost undoubtedly will have doubled and 
doubled again. 
A large part of the national economy has been 
diverted to support this venture in Southeast Asia. What has 
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needed doing at home by government has not been done or not 
done very well. In the name of security against threats from 
Viet Nam, the inner security of the nation has heen neglected. 
We find ourselves, now with an economy that spurts 
and sputters but seems not able to hold a reliable momentum. 
Heavy unemployment is notable, especially among young people 
and returning veterans. A persistent inflation plagues us 
even as it erodes confidence in our currency abroad. 
We find ourselves, too, living uneasily in a badly 
abused environment, with some scientists even dubious of the 
capacity of air, water and earth to continue to sustain us. 
Not only in pollution-control but in all public services--
safety, transportation, education, sanitation, drug-regulation 
and whatever--shortcomings have been tolerated to the point of 
breakdown. The deterioration is especially serious in the 
urban complexes where, together, with the unabated tensions 
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A 
of race and poverty, it casts a profound uncertainty over the 
inner stability of the nation. 
These problems cry out for concentrated public 
attention. They call for an in~ut of young energy, new leader-
ship and fresh resources. It has not been forthcoming in 
adequate supply. That it has not is due in no small part to 
the diversions abroad. 
Whatever may have led us into the conflict in 
Southeast Asia, it is now clear that the involvement has hit 
us where it hurts most--in the nation's inner unity. The war 
opened with a Presidential call for support of the Commander-
in-Chief; it was met by a patriotic affirmation of national 
unity. Before the war is over, however, we will have gone 
through deeper divisions than any since the Civil War. In 
the end, the restoration of the nation's unity may well come 
again only in the common revulsion with the war. 
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For the present, the involvement goes on. Even as 
the President has sharply cut back the u. s. troop levels in 
Viet Nam--and he is to be commended for doing so--the actual 
involvement has spread from Viet Nam into Cambodia and Laos into 
an all Indochina war. We remain deeply enmeshed. We have yet 
to extricate ourselves. 
It is now apparent that even though we may have 
thought to enter the war as welcomed liberators, circumstances 
are otherwise. We find, instead, that our policies have cast 
us in the role of military arbitrator of a brutal conflict 
which concerns other peoples. We find, too, that the conflict 
is not subject to resolution by the military intervention unless, 
indeed, Indochina is to be 11 saved 11 by being 11 destroyed 11 utterly. 
We know now what we did not know at the outset. 
The involvement does not serve the interests of this nation or 
the Vietnamese people. 
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That is the bitter reality of this frustrating 
experience. ~ We have pursued a well-intentioned but impossible 
dream. In its pursuit, the lands and peoples of Indochina 
have been torn and battered almost beyond recognition. Young 
Americans have died in the tens of thousands. Vietnamese--
men, women and children--have died in the hundreds of thousands. 
Three simple rice cultures--Viet Nam, Cambodia And Lana--have 
been overwhelmed by the technology of modern warfare. Millions 
have fled the paddy fields, villages ~d hill-towns to escape 
the bombs and crossfire. They huddle as refugees in the cities, 
there to liv~ in one way or another--including the widespread 
trafficking in heroin--off the troops. The swollen urban 
populations are fed, in part, by imported rice paid for by 
U. S. aid programs--ironically, in what is one of the richest 
rice surplus areas of the world. 
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Why? To what end? What impelled us into this ill-
fated enterprise? What keeps us in it? How can we continue to 
order young men to war in Indochina? 
These are questions which cannot be put aside. 
We have an obligation to clarify what we have been about in 
Viet Nam. That is an obligation which is owed to the living 
generations as well as to the future. It is a way of keeping 
faith with the men whom we sent to Viet Nam and who have not 
come back. Unless the questions are resolved in all honesty, 
this nation's historic purpose will emerge under the permanent 
cloud of the war. On the other wand, if an understanding of 
the tragic experience assures that this is, indeed, the last 
Viet Nam, then the sacrifices which have been asked will not 
be without meaning. 
It is pointless, in this connection, to try to 
put the finger of responsibility on one President or another, 
on one party or the other, on the Defense Department, the 
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State Department or some other. We are all involved. There 
is no evading a national responsibility. 
If the war is pursued, today, under a Republican 
Administration, it is not to be forgotten that the military 
escalation began under a Democratic Administration. If there 
are, now, Democratic Senators and Congressmen who seek to bring 
the war to a close forthwith, there are also Republicans whose 
dedication is to the same purpose. There are many who today 
are disenchanted with the conflict; there were very few at the 
outset, either Republicans or Democrats, who opposed the ever-
deepening involvement. Indeed, who did not support or 
acquiesce in it? 
In short, Viet Nam did not spring suddenly out of 
partisan politics. Nor did it begin just a few years ago, in 
1969, 1966, 1964 or even 1961. In my judgment, the present 
involvement is a culmination of a foreign policy which was 
born bofore this graduating class. 
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Parents here, today, will remember a great war and 
its aftermath a quarter of a century ago. They will remember 
a tremendous military power assembled by a united people, a 
power which overwhelmed a tyranny in Europe and another in Asia. 
This nation moved into the post-World War II era, 
intact and dynamic in contrast with vast areas of the world 
which lay in ruins around us, hungry, exhausted and bankrupt. 
In the circumstances, the international leadership of the 
United States was sought by friend and former enemy even as 
it was opposed by the Soviet Union. As we saw it, then, this 
nation's economic strength was the only hope for the recovery 
of what came to be called the "free world • . , As we saw it, too, 
this nation's military supremacy, including an atomic monopoly, 
was the principal bulwark against the aggressive spread of 
what was termed "monolithic Communism." 
There began an era of foreign policy based on 
those premises. Tens of billions of dollars of materials, 
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services and credits poured out of the United States into 
other countries. Aid went to Western Europe, to Asia, to 
Latin America and eventually, to Africa. In the name of the 
United Nations, a war was fought and financed by this country 
to hold back Communism in Korea. We led the United Nations 
into a boycott of the revolution~ry Chinese People's Republic 
and worked to exclude the Peking government from the world 
community. Multiple alliances were built which wove us into 
a common NATO defense of Western Europe and linked us in some 
sort of defense arrangements with about fifty nations. Hundreds 
of thousands of Americans in uniform went abroad, into military 
garrisons and bases in Europe and Japan and elsewhere. Tens of 
billions of dollars worth of construction, equipment and 
weapons and nuclear warheads went with them. 
These policies were devised in the name of 
national security and world peace. They were called accurately 
bipartisan and were described less accurately as a mutual 
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security program. The fact is that the policies were and to 
this day remain largely a one-sided effort of the United States. 
They rest now as they have long rested on the readiness of this 
nation to carry the preponderant burdens of cost. 
For years, there was little reason to question 
these policies. Congress was predisposed to accept the leader-
ship of the President during a period of cold war. By the 
same token, allied nations were predisposed to acdept the 
leadership of the United States which alone had the capacity 
to sustain this postwar system. 
To be sure, there were flaws in the structure but 
they were not readily visible in the exhuberance of the times. 
In the first place, the security system relied so heavily on 
military power to maintain peace that an undue burden of 
responsibility was consigned to the Armed Services and an 
excessive drain was attached to the national economy. A zeal 
for a new-found internationalism, moreover, led us, beyond 
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essential national needs and humanitarian considerations, into 
an incautious involvement in almost every area of the world 
either in the name of "fighting Communism" or "promoting 
progress." This worldwide projection involved heavy expendi-
tures ~r all kinds of aid-programs and the creation of elabor-
ate U. S. official establishments abroad. Moreover, it 
prompted us to take on, as allies, a number of governments 
who were dependents in all but name. The great vitality of 
the postwar economy also created an erroneous belief in its 
anexhaustibility. Even as late as the onset of Viet Nam, we 
proceeded as though the nation could have not only guns and 
butter but also pay for fat and trDmffiings. 
We pursued these policies, flaws and all, with 
little change for many years. We pursued,them, however, in 
a world which was changing greatly. The nation's atomic 
monopoly came to an end. The myth of "monolithic Communism" 
disappeared in the political shifts of Eastern Europe and in 
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the upheaval in the Chinese-Soviet relationship. Numerous 
new states appeared in the underdeveloped areas, as colonial-
ism was being reduced to an historic relic. Europe recovered 
and went far beyond recovery to new heights of well-being. 
New economic dynamisms emerged, notably in Germany and Japan, 
even as our own economy showed signs of overwork if not 
exhaustion. 
It was in these changed circumstances that we 
became involved in Viet Nam. We became involved for what 
had long been accepted as highly worthwile ends. ·. We became 
involved in the name of resisting '' aggressive Communism~ in 
the name of "safeguarding international peace, " and in the 
name of "honoring commitments" to a weak and dependent 
government. 
We went into Viet Nam, in short, on the wheels of 
the same policy and for many of the same reasons that we had 
gone into Korea a decade and a half earlier. We did so, 
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however, almost as an habituated response, with far less 
understanding of the actual situation in Indochina, unmindful 
of the changes in this nation, in Asia and in the world. 
Viet Nam was a mistake, a tragic mistake. 
To persist in it now is to add outrage to the 
sacrifices of those who have suffered and who have died in 
this conflict. 
~ 
To pers ~t in it now is to do violence to the 
welfare of the nation. 
The need is to terminate the mistake not to prolong 
it. No national commitments of this nation remain to be dis-
charged to the governments in Indochina. We have armed, 
trained, financed and fought for those governments. We have 
done our share--far more than our share--to inject them with 
the elements of survival. What last ditch effort, as we are 
withdrawing, is likely to do anything more? Can the dragging 
out of the withdrawal do other than add to the tragedy? 
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What is needed forthwith is a redoubled effort to 
terminate the military involvement. What is needed is an end 
to the further accumulation of casulaties, costs and prisoners 
of war. What is needed is to bring about the safe return of 
U. s. forces and all prisoners of war. And when the guns fall 
still, what will be needed is to help restore the devastation 
of the war. 
So far as I can see, initiatives which might serve 
these purposes have yet to he taken in the negotiations at 
Paris. It would be my hope, therefore, that the President 
with the cooperation of the Senate would seek in some appro-
priate negotiating forum an ~ediate cease-fire throughout 
Indochina on the basis of: 
1) providing for a series of phased and 
rapid U. S. withdrawals in return for a series of phased 
releases of prisoners of war; and 
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2) a coupling of the final reli!B.Se of all 
U. S. prisoners with the final withdrawl of all L. S. forces 
by a specific date in the near future. 
An agreement on this basis, it seems to me, could 
act to close out this ill-fated involvement. It would also 
bring about, I believe, the end of an era in the nation's 
international relations. Mistakes have been made during the 
past quarter of a century in the conduct of these relations. 
Do not think for a moment, however, that it has all been a 
mistake. Much that has been done had to be done, infue endur-
ing interests of this nation. Much that is being done now needs 
still to be done. 
A vast web of trade and cultural relationships, for 
example, has been woven with the rest of the world. It serves 
for the mutual enrichment and contentment of hundreds of millions 
of people. By the same token, a sudden rupture of the web could 
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bring upheavals and conflicts of a most disastrous kind. We 
have also begun to perceive in these twenty-five years, I 
believe, the dimensions of the problem of maintaining permanent 
peace. We have come, too, to a greater awareness of the signi-
ficance of human interdependency and mutual concern if the 
world is ever to know stability. Moreover, rudimentary 
machinery which can give expression to that awareness is now 
in existence. 
It would compound the tragedy if, in the bitter 
aftermath of Viet Nam, we were to turn our backs on this 
advance. It would be a step backward if we were to veer from 
what has been an excess of international involvement to an 
extreme of disinvolvement. 
I hope it will be recognized, therefore, that it 
is possible to withdraw from Viet Nam without seceding from 
the world. If we make that distinction--and I believe the 
possible to 
people of this nation will make it--then it should be/withdraw ' 
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militarily not only from Indochina but from the Southeast Asian 
peninsula without abandoning our vital national interest in 
what transpires on the periphery of the Asian mainland. 
Similarly, we should be able to reduce sharply 
the United States deployment of over half a million armed 
forces and dependents in Western Europe a quarter of a century 
after World War II without forsaking the essential mutual 
pledges of the North Atlantic Treaty Alliance. We should be 
able, too, to exercise a firm and discriminating control over 
the enormous expenditures which are made in the name of national 
defense and, at the same time, still provide adequately for 
the defense of the nation. We should find it feasible to curb 
the corruption and carelessness which have filtered into the 
Armed Forces without demeaning and discouraging the millions 
of dedicated men and women who wear the uniform. We should be 
capable of shutting down obsolescent and over-extended aid 
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programs without losing a human compassion for the other 
people with whom we share the earth. 
These adjustments involve, in the President's words, 
"lowering the profile" of the nation abroad. If they are to be 
made effectively, it seems to me that they must be accompanied 
by a new and vigorous effort of American diplomacy. That effort 
should be aimed at securing agreements with other nations which 
make international stability more dependent on mutual understand-
ings and undertakings and less on the unilateral commitment of 
the military power of this or any other nation. Such agreements 
in the Far Pacific, for example, would have to involve not only 
the United States and Japan, but also the People's Republic of 
China, the Soviet Union, the Philippines and other nations. 
In Europe, a new and updated approach would pre-
suppose a substantial shift of the burden of NATO from this 
nation to Western Europe--a step which, incidentally, is long 
overdue and will be pressed in the Senate until it is taken. 
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It will also call for agreements embracing both East and West 
Europe and the anomolous situation at Berlin. Indeed, in a 
new approach to the security of Europe it might be helpful if 
the Soviet Union and this nation were to stand to the side for 
a time and let the lead pass to the smaller European states on 
both sides of the divide. The efforts of the two super-powers 
might well be concentrated, instead, on ending the game of 
musical chairs with regard to disarmament, mutual reductions 
of their forces in Europe, and the control of nuclear weapons 
which has been pursued for so many years. In this connection, 
some risks for peace are clearly indicated if we are to reduce 
the ever-present and immediate risk of the collapse of human 
civilization that is inherent in international nuclear anarchy. 
In matters of aid and assistance we will accept our share of 
responsibility for the well-being of the world but it will be 
a proportionately lower share than in the past and it will be 
discharged in cooperation with others. 
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In short, in the era ahead, we will get away from 
the excess of unilateral internationalism which has character-
ized our policies for the past two decades and try to recast 
our relations with others to the end that they are multilateral 
in substance as well as in name, to the end that the common 
burdens of the world are more equitably shared. 
This transition will derive from Presidential 
leadership but not Executive fiat. It will depen~,rather, 
on a concerted effort in which the President is joined by 
the Senate and the Congress, with each respectful of the 
Constitutional sensibilities of the other. Most of all, it 
will depend on a government which can be trusted by an informed 
people because it is credible in what it says and does and 
because it is alert and responsive to their needs. 
You who graduate, today, and your counterparts 
throughout the nation,loom large in what may be anticipated 
during the decades ahead. You have the vote and, therefore, 
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are in a position to make your weight felt in the conduct of 
the government. That is a highly important aspect of your 
role in shaping the nation's future. Beyond it~ however~ 
there is the part which young people will have played in end-
ing the tragedy of the involvement in Indochina. 
That tragedy will be terminated; I would hope 
that it will be terminated very soon. The responsibility 
for bringing it to an end rests heavily on those of us who 
are the "old hands" of another generation. To move beyond 
Viet Nam into a future of peace will devolve just as heavily 
on you. To open a new era of constructive cooperation with 
the rest of the human race~ to act with compassion and with 
high purpose, that is your opportunity, you who are the 
"new hands" of tomorrow. It is your life which lies ahead. 
It is your nation. It is your world. May you make the most 
of them all. 
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June 15, 1971 CONGRESSIONAL RECORD -SENATE 89023 
CO~CEMENT ADDRESS BY 
SENATOR MANSFIELD AT BOSTON 
COLLEGE 
Mr. :MANSFIELD. Mr. President, on 
yesterday I had the distinct honor and 
privilege to give the commencement 
address at Boston College and, at the 
same time with 10 other recipients, to 
receive an honorary degree. Among those 
with whom I was honored on this occa-
sion was our former, belov!c'd colleague, 
the Honorable Leverett Saltonstall. I am 
happy to report to the Senate that he 
is In excellent health and that he and 
Mrs. Saltonstall wished to be remem-
bered to all their friends in the Senate. 
I ask unanimous consent that a list of 
those who received honorary degrees 
from Boston College on yes erday and 
the commencement address which I 
made at that time be incorporat- 1 in the 
RECORD at this point. 
There being no objection, the list and 
address were ordered to be printed in 
the RECORD, as follows: 
HoNORARY DEG&ns 
Walter Jackson Bate, Doctor of Humant-
ttes, Abbott Lawrence Lowell Professor of the 
Humanities, Harvard University : Oft has 
he travelled In the realms of gold! Abbott 
Lawrence Lowell Professor of the Humanities 
at Harvard, Pulttzer Prize winning bio-
grapher, Walter Jackson Bn•~ · ~ that rare ex-
ample of the contemporary man for whom 
scholarship Is teaching and teaching Is schol-
arship. His life has been truly an allegory : 
the example of what he professes. 
Andrew Felton Brimmer, Doctor of Social 
Science, Member, Board of Governors, Fed-
eral Reserve System: Distinguished econo-
mist, champion of human rights, and an 
outstanding public servant who has shot like 
the star that he Is, high In the skies of our 
government, Andrew Felton Brimmer has 
brought clarity, vigor and scholarship to 
public policy debate and, In this rejection of 
separatism as a path to economic develop-
ment, has given courage to controversy. 
Reverend Monsignor George William Ca-
sey, Doctor of Letters, Pastor, St. Brlgld's 
Parish, Lexington, Massachusetts: For more 
than half a century of priesthood, George 
W1lllam Casey has embraced the people of 
God In a unique ministry of wisdom a.nd 
charity. As curate, chapla.ln, pioneer ecume-
nist, pastor and journalist, he has taught 
tough truth to three genera tlons of his fel-
low men, commanding their respect, and 
winning their love. The God who gave joy to 
his youth has given youth to his age. 
Mlrcea Ellade, Doctor of Reltgton, Sewell 
L. Avery Dlstlngulsed Service Professor and 
Professor of History of Religion, University 
of Chicago: Bridge-builder between the 
religious histories of the East and the West 
translator of .the myths of ancient covenalllts: 
Mlrcea. Ellade has shown us the chain of 
being and belle! tha.t links Chartres, Stone-
henge and Ur of the Chaldees. We gratefully 
acknowledge his atllrmatlon of rtbe unity of 
worship, the unLty of love, and, In a. dark 
hour, the unity of hope. 
Ell Goldston, Doctor of Laws, President, 
Eastern Gas and Fuel Associates, Boston: 
Brilliant lawyer and Industrialist In the na-
tional a.nd lnterna.tlonal marketplace, this 
fourfold son of Harvard has set the pace tor 
his fellow businessmen In community af-
fairs, and In constant challenge to the socla.l 
problems of our a.ge. Fast friend of the Far 
East, and protector of us all from the rigors 
of the Montreal Express, his Imaginative 
Ideas and Irrepressible spirit leave breathless 
competitors and colleagues alike. 
Elma Lewis, Doctor of Ftne Arts, Director, 
Elma. Lewis School of Fine Arts, Boston: 
Performer, teacher and Inspiration for nearly 
thirty years, she has put the children of 
Roxbury on dancing feet and Boston's busi-
nessmen on their toes. In a school where a 
kindness Is spoken she has taught thousands 
the language of pride and the beauty of 
black. Not by might, not by power but by 
her spirit she has captured the park, the 
synagog and the nation. 
The Honorable Michael Joseph Mansfteld, 
Doctor of Laws, Majority Leader, United 
States Senate: As a university founded and 
fostered by Immigrant sons, Boston College 
today welcomes an Immigrant son from the 
rugged West. Working always for peace, this 
silent, stole and steadfast Senator has given 
votes to the young and security to the old 
In a catholic concern for every citizen of 
the United States. With his strength, sim-
plicity and Integrity, he leads by example 
not only his colleagues In the Capitol, ·but 
all Americans. 
William James McGill, Doctor of SOcial 
Science, President, Columbia University: Foe 
of cynicism and apathy, friend of scholarly 
tradition and the humane society, this new 
man at an old Ivy stand Is uniquely sensitive 
,he wide range of people, politics and 
proi>lems which ma.ke a university. He has 
• -~tered fresh hope 1n the future with h1s 
firm belle! that Intellectual and professional 
skUls achieve their true purpose not for 
profit or power, but where they are needed 
most, tor the benefit of all mankind. 
Most Reverend Humberto Sousa Medeiros, 
Doctor of Sacred Theology, Archbishop of 
Boston : Hospitable, gentle, reserved, just, 
holy and faithful : these Pauline Ideals, set 
forth for Bishops In the church twenty cen-
turies ago, are ha.ppUy fulfilled In the person 
of Boston's fourth Archbishop and seventh 
Ordinary. A champion of his brothers 
whether In high station or low, Humberro 
Sousa Medeiros graces this State and See by 
his exemplary quest for the Kingdom of God 
In our midst. 
Walter George Muelder, Doctor of the Sci-
ence of Theology, Dean, School of Theology, 
Boston University : A civil defender of !lib-
erty, a dean among theologians, a member of 
t hat first friendly cabal that gt'ew Into the 
Boston Theological Institute, a man of whom 
Ignatius of Antioch would say (as he did of 
himself) : one bent on unity, Walter George 
1\l uelder Is a neighbor whom we greet today 
with the familiar words which he knows and 
lives: "It we cannot as yet think alike In 
all things, at least we may love alike." 
The Honorable Leverett Saltonstall, Doc-
tor oj Laws, Former United States Senator: 
This distinguished citizen of Massachusetts 
has served his community, state and nation 
a.s Alderman, Assistant District Attorney, 
Legislator, Speaker of the Massachusetts 
House of Representatives, Governor, and 
United States Sena.tor during a large part of 
this century. For his high Ideals. his sellleaa 
etror.ts, and his dedication to the eommqn 
weal, the people of Mas.sachusetts have given 
him their unswerving support 'nd perma-
nent affection. · 
BEJ'ORE THE BOOK Is CLOSJD ON VrtrN,.M 
(By Sena.tor l.l{:r]a: :MANSPIELD) 
It Is a good place to be, toda.y, here In 
this city and &t this Un.tvei"B1ty. Boston Is out 
ot a chapter ot liberty written a long ~ 
ago. Boston College Ia from a tra.nscendent 
experience ot love admalt 2,000 years old. 
These two streams ot huma.n enllghte!UDent 
flow together In today's (l91llllleiiOellllent. 
There are young people here a.nd old. 
Whatever 'dle d111erencee In our years, w, 
are brought faoe-to-face by these gradU&tee. 
While ohronologlcal g&pe between the gen-
erations are Inevitable, credlqlltty ga.pe are 
not pre-ordained. I &hall try my beet to 
a.votd one In wha.t I haYe to sa.y to the clals 
ot 1971. 
My remarks w111 be dlrected to whj!.t we 
have In common. Whatever we ms.y not have, 
we ha.ve the United states In common and 
a.t a most d1Mcult moment 1n history. Cl~­
ly, we are nat pe.s61ng through the beet of 
times. Olearly; thts 411 nat freedom's ftnellt 
hour. 
Do not look to me, however, to condemn an 
older genel'Ritlon for the present sta.te of Rf? 
fairs. Do not look for me, either, to blame 
the nation's plight on the YOUDfr· YoWig 
people cUd not make the ettut!.tlon In which, 
together, we ftnd ourselves: they have not 
yet had that opportunity. As tor o)der gen-
eratLons, It Is to be noted only that they 
have had time to add to the mistakes whloh 
they Inherited when they were younger. 
So, I will nat lead this commencement tn.a 
search for 8C81pegoa.ts. Let me try, Instead, 
to set fort.h where I think we are, how we 
have arrived at this point, and where we ma.y 
hope to go from here. These questions can-
not be considered except 1n the oontext ot 
VIet Nam. VIet Nam 1s a. book not yet eW&ec1. 
It Is, this unftn.l.shed war, the roadblock to 
the future. It remains a funnel Into which 
Is drawn a great segment ot the nation's 
lde&ls, energl.ee and expect&ttons. 
What has transpired 1n y1et Na.m Is a t ragic 
story told aga.ln and again. My own v1eWll 
have been placed before three Presidents. 
They have been stated In p~bllc on many 
occasions during the past five yee.r&-ruld 
before. For these remarks today, It Is suftl-
clent to note that Mty-ftve thouaa.nd Ameri-
cans are dead In VIet Nam, cut out ot 111e 
at an age not much d.!tferent !rom that of 
this graduating class. The wounded are three 
hundred thouse.nd. Well over •100 bjlllon of 
public funds have been spent to support the 
war. Before the ftnaJ. reckoning (all the bills 
will not be paid until Into the next cen-
tury), the cost undoubtedly will have dou-
bled and doubled 'RgR!n. 
A large part of the nt~.tlonal economy has 
been diverted to support this venture In 
Southeast Asia. What has needed doing at 
home by government has not been done or 
not done very well. In the name o! security 
against thret~.ts from VIet Nam, the 1nller se-
curity ot the nation has been neglected. 
We flnd ourselves, now with an econoL~Ly 
that spurts and sputters but seems not able 
to hold a reliable momentum. Heavy unem-
ployment Is notable, especially &mong young 
people and returning veterans. A persistent 
Inflation plagues us even as It erodes cdntt-
dence In our currency abroad. 
We flnd ourselves, too, living uneasily In 
a badly abused environment, with some 
scientists even dubious of the cap~ty of 
air, water and earth to continue to sW!taln 
us. Not only In pollutlon-oontrol but In all 
public servlce&--6Rfety, transports.tlon, edu-
cation, sanitation, drug-regulation !Uld what. 
ever-shortcomings have been tolerated to 
the point ot breakdown. The deterlore.tlon 1s 
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especially serious In the urban complexes 
where, together, with the una.bated t ensions 
of race and poverty, It casts a profound un-
certainty over the Inner s t a.blllty of the 
nation. 
These problems cry out for concentrated 
public attention. They call for an Input of 
young energy. new leadership and fre . re-
sources. It has not been fort.hcomlng In ade-
quate supply. That It has not Is due In no 
small part to the diversions abroad. 
Whatever may have Jed us Into the conflict 
In Southeast Asia, It Is n ow clear that the 
Involvement has hit us where It hurtR 
most- In th<- nation's Inner uni t y The war 
opened with a Presidential rail for support 
of the Commander-In-Chic! l t was met by 
a patriotic amrme.tlon o! national unity. Be-
fore the war ls over, however, we will have 
gone through deeper divisions than any since 
the Civil War. In the end, the restoration 
of the nation's unity may well come again 
only In the co=on revulsion with the war. 
For the present, the Involvement goes on. 
Even as the President bas sharply cut ba.ck 
the U.S. troop levels In VIet Nam-and he Is 
to be commended tor doing so--the actual 
Involvement has spread !rom VIet Na.m Into 
Cambodia and Laos Into an all Indochina 
w&r. We remain deeply enmeshed. We have 
yet to extricate ourselves. 
It Is now apparent that even though we 
may have thought to enter the war as wel-
comed liberators, circumstances are other-
wise. We find, Instead, thttt our pollclee have 
cast us In the role of military arbitrator of 
a brutal conftict which concerns other peo-
ples. We find, too, that the conftict Is not 
subject to resolution by the military Inter-
vention unless, Indeed, Indochina Is to be 
"saved" by being "destroyed" utterly. 
We know now what we did not know at the 
outset. The Involvement does not serve the 
Interests of this nation or the VIetnamese 
people. 
That Is the bitter reality of this !ru~tratlng 
expt>rlence. we have pursued a wel -Inten-
tioned but Impossible dream. In Its P • ~ult, 
the lands and peoples of Indochina have ,.,.n 
tom and battered almost beyond recognlt• •n. 
Young Americans have died In the tens >! 
thousands. VIetnamese, Laotians and Cambo 
dlatu~--men, women and children-have died 
In the hundreds of thousands. Three simple 
rice cultures--VIet Nam, Cambodia and 
l.ao&-have been overwhelmed by the tech-
nology of modern warfare. Mllllon•have fied 
the paddy fields, villages and hill-towns to 
escape the bombs and crossfire. They huddle 
In the cities, there to live In one way or an-
other-Including the widespread trafll.cklng 
In heroln--<:>lf the troops. The pw~uen urban 
populations are fed, In part, by Imported rice 
paid for by U.S. aid program-Ironically, In 
what Is one of the richest rice surplus areas 
of the world. 
Why? To what end? What Impelled us Into 
this lll!ated enterprise? What keeps us In 
It? How can we continue to order young men 
to war In Indochina? 
These are questions which cannot be put 
aside. We have an obligation to clarify what 
we have been about In VIet Nam. That Is an 
obligation which Is owed to the living gener-
ations as well as to the future. It Is a way of 
keeping faith with the men whom we sent to 
VIet Nam and who have not come ba.ck. Un-
leas the questions are resolved In all honesty 
this nation's historic purpose will emerge un~ 
der the permanent cloud of the war. On the 
other hand, I! an understanding of the traglo 
experience assures that this Is, Indeed, the 
last VIet N&m, then the sacrifices which have 
been &&ked will not be without meaning. 
It Is polntlee.s, In this connection, to try to 
put the finger of reeponslblllty on one Presi-
dent or another, on one party or the other, on 
the Defense Department, the State Depart-
ment or some other. We are all Involved. 
There Is no evading a national responslbUity. 
If the war Is pursued, today, under 6 Re-
publican Administration, 1t Is not Ito be 
forgotten t hat the m1lltary escalation begun 
under a Democratic Administration. It there 
are, now. Democratic. Senators and Congress-
men who seek to bring the war to a close 
forthwith . there are a lso Republicans whose 
dedication Is to the same purpose. There are 
many who t oday are disenchanted with the 
conflict; there were very few at the outset 
either Republicans or Democrats, who op~ 
posed the ever deepening Involvement In-
deed , who did not support or acquiesce In It? 
In short, VIet Nam ·did not spring sudden-
ly out of partisan politics. Nor did It begin 
just a f'llw years ago, In 1969, 1966, 1964 or 
even 1961 In my judgment, the present In-
volvement Is a culmination of e. foreign 
policy which was born before this graduating 
class was born. 
Parents here, today, will remember a great 
war and Its aftermath a quarter of a. cen-
tury ago They will remember a tremendous 
military power assembled by a united people, 
a power which overwhelmed a tyranny In 
Europe and another In Asia. 
'!?lis nation moved Into the post-World 
War II era, Intact and dynamic In contrast 
with vast areas of the world whfch lay In 
ru1ns around us, hungry, exhausted and 
bankTupt. In the circumstances, the inter-
national leadership of the United States was 
sought by frlehd and former enemy even as 
It was opposed by the Soviet Union. & we 
saw It, then. this nation's economic strength 
was the only hope for the recovery of what 
came t? be called the "free world." & ' we 
saw It, too, thla nation's military supremacy 
lncludtng an atomic monopoly, was the prln~ 
clpal bulwark against the aggressive spread 
of what was termed "monolithic Co=un-
lsm." 
There began an era of foreign policy based 
on those premises. Tens of billions of dollars 
of materials, services and credits poured out 
of the United States Into other countries. Aid 
went to Western Europe, to Asia, to Latin 
America and eventually, to Africa. In the 
name of the United Nations, a war was 
fought and financed by this country to hold 
back Communism In Korea. We led the 
United 'lll'atlons Into a boycott of the revolu-
tion• J . hlnese People's Republic and work-
"d to P .elude the Peking government !rom 
•.L~ .-orld community. Multiple alliances 
were buUt which wove us Into a common 
NATO defense of Western Europe and linked 
us In some sort of defense arrangements with 
about fl.!ty nations. Hundreds of thousands 
of Americans In uniform went abroad, Into 
muttary garrisons and bases In Europe and 
Japan and elsewhere. Tens of bUllons of 
dollars worth of construction, equipment 
and weapons and nuclear warheads went 
with them. 
These policies were devised In the n&me of 
national security and worlcj. peaee. They were 
called accurately blpartlsa.n and were de-
scribed less accurately as a mutual security 
program. The !act Is that the policies were 
and to this day remain largely a one-sided 
elfort of the United States. They rest now 
as they have long rested on the readiness of 
this nation to carry the preponderant bur-
dens of cost. 
For years, there was little reason to ques-
tion these policies. Congress waa predisposed 
to accept the leadership of the President dur-
Ing a period of cold war. By the same token, 
allied nations were predisposed to accept the 
leadership of the United States which alone 
had the capacity Ito euatatn this postwar 
system. 
To be sure, there were fiawa In the struc-
ture but they were rwt readily visible In tho 
exuberance of the times. In .tbe fl..r&t place, 
the security system relied so heo.vlly on mili-
tary power to maintain peace that an undue 
burden of responsibility wa.a consigned to the 
Armed Servlcee and an excessive drBin was 
attached to the national economy. A zeal for 
a new-found Internationalism, moreover, Ill<! 
us, beyond essential national needs a n d 
humanitarian considerations, In to an Incau-
tious Involvement In almost every area of t h e 
world either In the name of "fight ing Com-
munism" or "promoting progress.'' T41s 
worldwide projection Involved heavy elt-
pend1tures for all kinds of a.ld-.progra.ms and 
the creation of elaborate U.S . o tncl"'l eftab-
llshments a.brood. Moreover, It p rompted us 
to take on, as allies, a number of govern-
ments who were dependents In all b u t n ame. 
The great vitality of the postwar economy 
a.lso created an erroneous belief In Its Inex-
haustibility. Even as late as the onset of VIet 
Nam, we proceeded as though tpe nation 
could have not only guns and b u t ter but 
also P&Y for fat and trimmings. 
We pursued these pollcl!lB, flaws and all , 
with little change !or many years. We pur-
sued, them, however, In e. world whioh was 
changing greatly. The natlon 'a atomic 
monopoly came to an end The myth of 
"monolithic Communism" 'disappeared In 
the poll tical &hlfts of Eastern Europe and 
In the upheaval In the Chinese-soviet rela-
tionship. Numerous new states appeared in 
(the underdeveloped areas, as colonlaliaxn 
was being reduced to an historic relic Eu-
rope recovered and went far beyond r~very 
to new heights of well-being. New economic 
dyna.mJsms emerged, notably In German} 
and Japan, even as our own economy 11howed 
signs of overwork I! not exhaustion. 
It was In these ch~ed clrcum.st&nces 
that we became Involved In VIet Nam. We be-
came involved for wha.t had long been ac-
cepted as highly worthwhile ends. We became 
involved In the name of ree.tst1n g "aggressive 
Co=untsm,'' In the name of "eategu arding 
International peace,'' and In the name of 
"honoring oommitments" to a weak a.nd 
dependent government. 
We went Into VIet Nam, In &hort, on the 
wheels of the same policy and for m any of 
the same reasons that we had gon e into 
Korea e. decade and a hal! earlier. We did 
so, however, almost as an habituated re-
sponse, with far less understanding of the 
a.ctual situation In Indochina, unmindful of 
the che.ngee in thla nation, In Asia and In the 
world. 
VIet Na.m was a mistake, e. tragic mistake. 
To per.!tlat In 1t now Is to ad d outrage to 
the ae.crlflces of thoee woo have sulfered 
and who have died in rthls conftiot. 
To persist In It now Is to do violence to 
the welfare of the nation. 
The need Is to terminate the mistake rwt 
to prolong lt. No national commitmen ts o! 
t.b.ls nation remain to be dilscharged to the 
governments tn Indochina. We have done our 
sha.r&--far more than our share--to i n ject 
them with the elements of survival. What 
last ditch elfor·t, as we are withdrawing Is 
likely to do a.nythdng more? Oe.n the ctre.gging 
out of the withdrawal do other than add to 
the tragedy? 
What is needed forthwith ill a r edoubled 
elfOIIt 'to terminate the m111te.ry mvolvement. 
What Is needed is an end to the fu rther e.c-
oumulatlon of ce.sualtles, costs and prisoners 
of war. What Is needed Is to bring &bo\lt •the 
safe return of U .B. forces a n d all prisoners 
of war. And when the guns fall still, what will 
be needed ts to help restore the d evastation 
of the war. 
So far as I can see, inltls.tlves w.nlch might 
serve these purposes have yet to ·be taken 1n 
the negotiations e.t Paris. I t wou ld be my 
hope, therefore, that the President with t h e 
cooperation of the Senate would seek In some 
approprlats negotiating forum an ~mmedle.te 
cease-fire throughout Indochlna on the 
basta of: 
( 1) providing for e. series of p hased and 
uwre rapid U.S. withdrawals 1n return !or e. 
aerie• of phaAed releases of pr isoners of 
war; and 
(2) a coupling of the fl.nal release of all 
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U.S. prisoner.~ with the ftne.l wlthdrllwl or 
all U.S. forces by e. specl11c dllt.e In the near 
fu ture. 
An agreement on this basis, It seem.s to me, 
cou ld act to clooe out th!>~ lll-!ated Involve-
ment. It v•ould also bring about, I believe, 
t h e end o! an era In the nation's Interna-
tional relatlollll. Mlste.kes have been made 
during the past quarter of a century In the 
conduct of the.~relatlons. Do not think !or 
a moment, however, that It has all been a 
mistake. Much that bas been done had to be 
done, In the enduring Interests o! this na-
tion. Much that is being done now needs still 
to be done. 
A vast web or trade and cultural relation-
ships, for example, has been woven with the 
rest or the world. It serves !or the mutual 
enrich ment ~nd contentment of hundreds 
or millions o! people. By the same token, e. 
sudden rupture or the web could bring up-
heavalR and contucts of a most disastrous 
kind. We have also begun to perceive In these 
twenty-five years, I believe, the dimensions 
of the problem o! maintaining permanent 
p eace. \Ve have come, too, to e. greater aware-
ness o! the significance o! human lnterc!e-
pendency and mutual concern I! the world 
Is ever to know stabllllty. Moreover, rudi-
mentary machinery which can give expres-
sion to that aw~eneas Is now In existence. 
It would compound the tragedy If, In the 
bitter a!tt-rmath o! VIet Nam, we were to 
turn our backs on this advance. It would be 
a step backward I! we were to veer !rom what 
has been an exceas or International involve-
ment to an extreme o! dislnvolvement. 
I hope It will be recognized, therefore, that 
It Is possible to wlth4raw !rom VIet Nam 
without seceding !rom the world. I! we make 
that distinction-and I belleve the people o! 
this nation wtll make It-then It Should be 
pos.qlble to '1171thdraw militarily not only !rom 
Indochina hut from the Southeast Asian 
peninsula without abandoning our vlte.l na-
t ional Interest In what transplrN on the 
periphery & I emphasize the word ·perlph-
er:""-<>! thP. Allan mainland. 
Stmllarl'!'. we should be .. ble to r :duce 
Sharply the Un!t«l States deployment ot over 
hal! a mllllon armed farces and dependents 
In Western Europe a quarter o! a. century 
after Wcxld War II without tol'88Jtlng tL~ 
essentl&l mutuaJ. pledges ot the Nortl. 
Atlantic Tree.ty Alliance. We should be able, 
too, to exercise a firm and ~tlng 
control over the enormous expenditures 
which are made In the name of national .u-
!en.se IIJld, a.t the same time, still pruvlde 
adequnt-oly tor the de!en.ae of the nation. We 
should find It feasible to curb the corruption 
and carelessness which have u.~'red lnto the 
Armed Forces without delllMJl.lng and dl.s-
couraglng the milllons ct. dedicated men and 
women who wea.r the unJtorm. We should 
be ca.paule of shutting down oll8Cilf'.reent and 
over-extenrted aid progra.rns without loelng 
a human comp68111on !or tile other people 
'lct th whom we !tha.re the earth. 
These adjustments Involve, In the words 
of Presi«Unt Nixon, "lowering the profile" o! 
the nation abroad. If they are to be made 
etrectlvely, It seems to me tha.t they must be 
accompanied by a new and vigorous effort 
ot American diplomacy. The.t effort should 
be a.!med at securing agreements With other 
nations which make International stability 
more dependent on mutual understandings 
and undertakings and lees on the unUa.teral 
commitment ot the military power ot this or 
any other nation. SUch ~ente 1n the 
Far PaoUl.c, for example, Would have to tn-
volve not only the United States and Japan, 
but.a.lso the People's Republic of China, the 
Soviet Union, the Ph11lpplnes and other- na-
tiOIIlll. 
In Europe, a new a.nd updated a.pproach 
would presuppose, a substantial shift o! the 
burden of NATO !rom this natllon to Weetern 
Europe-e. step wbJch, lnctdente.lly, 111 long 
overdue and Will be pressed, and pressed hard 
and continuously, In the Senate until It Is 
UIJ<en. 
It wUl also call !or agreements embracing 
both East and West Europe and the anoma-
lous s ituation at Berlin, Indeed, In a new ap-
proe.ch t.o the security o! Europe It might be 
helpful It the Soviet Union and this nation 
were to stand to the side !or a time and let 
the lead p1188 to the smaller European states 
on both sides ot t~ divide. The efforts or the 
two super-powers might well be concen-
trated, Instead, on ending the game of musi-
cal chairs wtth rega.rd. to disarmament, mu-
tual reductions of their forces In Europe, and 
the control o! nuclear weapons which has 
been pursued !or so many years. In this con-
nection, some risks for peace are clearly 
Indicated I! we are t o reduce the ever-pres-
ent and immediate rlek o! the collapse o! hu-
man civilization tha.t Is Inherent In Interna-
tional nuclea.r anarchy. In matters of aid and 
asaiBtanoe we will a.ccept our ahare of re-
sponslb1llty !or .the well-being or the world 
but It will be a proportionately lower share 
than In the past and It will be discharged 
1n oooperatlon With others. 
In short, In the era ahea.d, we will get away 
from the excess of unua.teral International-
Ism which has characterized our pollclee !or 
the past two decades and try to recut our 
relations wtth others to the end that they 
are multilateral In substance aa well e.s 1n 
name, to the end tha.t the common burdens 
o! the world are more equitably aha.red. 
Th1a transition will derive !rom Presl.tlen-
tlal leadership but not EYecutlve ftat. It will 
depend, rather, on a ooncerted elrort 1n which 
the President Is jolned by the ~ and 
the Oongreee, wtth each reepect!Ul or the 
Oonstltutlonal senslbUitlee and zwporulbUI-
tlee of the other. Most o! all, It w1ll depend 
on a government wblch can 'be trusted by an 
Informed people because It le credible In wha.t 
It says and does a.nd beoauae It Is alert and 
responsive to their needs. 
You who gra.duate, today, a.nd your coun-
terparts througllout the nation, loom large 
In what may be anticipated during the dec-
ades ahead. You have the vote, thanks to 
the determined effort o! the dlstlngulshed 
een .u Senator !rom Ma.asachusetts, Mr. Ken-
nedy and his amendment and, therefore, are 
,1 w position to make your weight felt In 
the conduct ot the government. That 111 a. 
highly Important aspect o! your role In ahap-
lng the nation's future. Beyond it, however, 
there Is the part which young people wUl 
have played In ending the tra.cedy o! the 
Involvement In Indochina. 
That tragedy wtll be termlnated; I would 
hope that It wUI be terminated very soon. 
The responslblll~ tor bringing It to an end 
rests heavily on those or us who are the "old 
hands" o! another generation. To move be-
yond Vle"t Nam Into a future o! peace wUI 
devolve just as heavily on you. To open a 
new era o! constructive cooperation wtth the 
rest o! the human raee, to act with compas-
sion and with high purpoee, that Is your 
opportunity, you who are the "new hands" 
ot tomorrow. It Is your ll!e which lies ahea.d. 
It 1!1 your nation. It Is your world. May you 
make the most o! them all. 
89025 
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